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Fiscal Note

Present law provides that offenders may be placed on probation and provides for revocation hearings for violations of
probation due to the commission of a second offense. Present law provides that no credit shall be allowed for time spent on
probation or for the time elapsed during suspension of the sentence. Proposed law provides that the defendant shall be given
credit for time served prior to the revocation hearing for time served in actual custody while being held for a probation
violation in a local detention facility, state institution, or out-of-state institution. Present law provides that when the new
conviction is a Louisiana conviction, the sentence shall run consecutively with the sentence for the new conviction, unless the
court originally imposing the suspension or probation specifically orders that the sentences are to be served concurrently, in
which case the court minutes shall reflect the date from which the sentences are to run concurrently. Proposed law changes
present law to provide that the presumption is that the sentence runs concurrently unless specified by the court to run
consecutively.

The proposed legislation may result in an indeterminable decrease in SGF expenditures if state offenders are given credit for
time served prior to the revocation hearing for time served in actual custody while being held for a probation violation in a
local detention facility, state institution, or out-of-state institution.

SGF expenditures will decrease by $51.68 per offender per day if offenders are housed in state facilities and by $24.39 for
state offenders housed in local facilities. Offenders sentenced to the custody of the Department of Public Safety and
Corrections for one year would decrease SGF expenditures by $18,863 ($51.68 per day x 365 days) if housed in a state
facility and $8,902 ($24.39 per day x 365 days) if housed in local facilities. Approximately 50% of state offenders are housed
in state facilities and approximately 50% of state offenders are housed in local facilities.

The proposed legislation may result in an indeterminable increase in self-generated revenue as a result of offenders being
released into parole supervision. For each offender that is released to parole at an earlier date, the (DPSC) - Correction
Services could collect up to $63 per month from each offender under parole supervision. It should be noted that the
maximum amount paid per month is $63 and the offender’s ability and amount required to pay is determined by Probation
and Parole.

REVENUE EXPLANATION

EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

Provides with respect to probation violations

CRIMINAL/SENTENCING

EXPENDITURES

State Gen. Fd.

Agy. Self-Gen.

Ded./Other

Federal Funds

Local Funds

Annual Total

REVENUES

State Gen. Fd.

Agy. Self-Gen.

Ded./Other

Federal Funds

Local Funds
Annual Total

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 5 -YEAR TOTAL
DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 5 -YEAR TOTAL
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Dual Referral RulesSenate House

13.5.1 >= $100,000 Annual Fiscal Cost {S&H} 6.8(F)(1) >= $100,000 SGF Fiscal Cost {H & S}

13.5.2 >= $500,000 Annual Tax or Fee
                Change {S&H}

6.8(G) >= $500,000 Tax or Fee Increase
                or a Net Fee Decrease {S}


